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**QUESTION:** What is quality in teaching and learning processes? Could you find some key-points that could indicate quality teaching?

D.O.: I think first and foremost engaging your students, taking an interest in each one of the students in so far as you can do that. You can’t spend all of your time with every independent student. But getting to know your students, I think it’s very important, cause you get to know their strengths and weaknesses. So when you give them feedback and when you comment on their work, it wouldn’t be the same even though a student, one student and another student might make the same mistake. The feedback you give to each of these students might be a little bit different, because you know what their strengths and weaknesses are, what they should work on. So I think that’s one thing.

I think having clear goals and objectives of what they are teaching, so that the student knows right at the beginning what is expected of he or she. Ok? And usually for me, like in the syllabus, I would have clear objectives. What I’d like students to learn by the end of the course. Those are broad. And then for each of either module or them in my on-line teaching we break it down by weeks, certain content each week. Week tends to be a good way to split up content. Each of those would have specific objectives in terms of what I want students to learn. And related to that is not only clear goals and objectives but your evaluation and your assessment, however you’re going to measure that they’ve done that learning, accurately as I could, assessment to measure that learning. So that’s certainly very important.

I think the instructional design process, particularly in open and distance courses is very very important. In other words how we design certain activities, how you might do small group work, like you did in your workshop at the conference. That is a very appropriate and effective tool, but not for every situation. Ok? Sometimes the most effective teaching tool is articulated content. Because for your students to be able perhaps some higher order things later in a course they have to have some basic knowledge. Don’t they? So we have to do some of that still, short of the traditional road, lecture kind of approach. Perhaps boring for the students sometimes but they still have to have it. I think you have to make learning fun. They take too seriously but it should be fun. Learning can be fun. Learning is also hard work and students should know.

I believe you should have high expectations because even if the expectations are very high, the students only get to there (he makes a nod). If they started way down here (a nod) they’ve done it very very well. So it’s not unreasonable to have expectations that perhaps they won’t meet.

Another component at least in my teaching that I find important is if you remember from the world of psychology the idea of enforcement, which means knowing when to give positive feedback to a student at certain times. And what we all know from that process is that if I give you feedback positive all the time after a while you don’t
care anymore. Ok? But if I give you positive feedback today and tomorrow it’s not quite as positive or I give you none… So you have to select the right times where you think it can help the student the most. I think that’s very important.

Interaction is something that has been promoted a lot as a key to effective teaching. I have mixed feeling about that. You go back forty years, in a world, in the days when psychology was dominated by the behaviorists, P. F. Skinner all that. Their argument was that learning doesn’t occur unless I can observe it. But I’ve had students in my own classes who say nothing the entire quarter, very quiet students. But when they test and do exams, they do very well. So they are learning, even though I can’t physically observe them doing that. Following behavioral psychologists came cognitive psychology and all that, which says yes, learning can go on even if we can’t directly observe it. Ok? I think interaction with the content, interaction student to student and interaction between the student and the instructor are also very important. I’m just unsure of how you can measure how important it is to the actual learning. Ok. Makes it funnier, makes it more enjoyable, but doesn’t really contribute with the student learn anyway. Ok? So, but at the end of the day I’ve come to the conclusion that it’s better to have the interaction. It’s better because it’s… I think it’s a good educational process, that we should be interacting sharing ideas. And as you know, that same student, who in a regular class would sit here right now and not saying a word, get him on-line where you could give you feedback, they don’t stop. They always have things to say. So I think that’s very important.

The last thing I would say is that inviting observations and interactions from your peers. And for faculty members that’s not so easy. I’m a faculty member, I invite you and Sofia into my class to actually give an evaluation, what did you think I did well in that class. Ok?

QUESTION: As an observer?

D.O.: As an observer, not necessarily as a formal evaluator. That would be done by your supervisor as a teacher. Right? But even informally to have others to be confident enough to say I want to be a better teacher so I’d like your feedback. That’s not always easy, because teachers and faculty members like to think that they are autonomous and do it all on their own. But I think the more feedback we have, the better. We won’t use it all. That may not apply to me, that may not be a good strategy for me. But I think getting that kind of feedback plus, it builds collegiality among faculty and teachers together. So…

QUESTION: I’m thinking about quality as an opportunity to show and share good practices. Not punishing someone because something went wrong, instead as showing something good to others so as to get a feedback, to hear some other ideas and become better. What do you think about that?

D.O.: Well, I think absolutely we should promote that, if we can. I think that in most systems of education the culture tends to resist that a little bit and to protect the autonomy of the faculty member.

QUESTION: Is this a threat for the autonomy of the faculty member?
D.O.: It doesn’t have to be. But it is preserved that way sometimes. Do you know that there faculty members today all over world that don’t get involved with technology, because they actually believe that technology will replace them as a teacher? It’s almost an Orwellian concept that technology will take over. When in fact we’ve learnt clearly that the best uses of technology are very much about what a human being does those technologies. It’s not about the technologies themselves. So the answer to your question is yes. I think we should try to encourage that as much as possible. The problem is that if you have a school of fifty faculties, for example, and only two are willing to do that and the other forty eight aren’t willing to do that, it makes it very very difficult. So you have, I think you have to take your time and be patient and frame that in such a way that is not evaluative or punitive, it’s about giving you feedback and creating best practices that can benefit many many people, other teachers as well. So yes, I agree we should find ways to do that.

QUESTION: I guess that we need a different culture. I mean this idea that I have an open door and you are welcome to come in and share with me your point of view, you can give me feedback. It’s not necessarily something that should make me feel threatened.

D.O.: Yes. One of the things I teach in my leadership course is that in leading change, moving things in different directions. That the hardest thing in the world to do is to change the culture of anything. For the long term. You can change people’s behavior for a short term, but actually making those embedded as part of something that is valued in that culture is a much longer process.

QUESTION: So how can you make it last?

D.O.: You have to be able to talk about the benefits. That’s what people want to hear about. They don’t want to hear about work, they don’t want to hear about all that. And you have to also remember that, if you want faculty to be open about people giving them feedback. If you recall the other night when I talked about Open Educational Resources, would you be willing to give all of your content free to the world? Some people said yes, other people said no. Remember how we evaluate faculty. Everything we evaluate a faculty member on is about being autonomous. The research they do, the teaching they do, the service they do, the committees they serve on. So if you are being rewarded for those things, it makes it really hard to say: “Here take all of my content”. Right? Because you are being evaluated on what you produce as a faculty member. So the benefits for the faculty member have to be that they are not penalized for doing that. Because we evaluate faculty on their individual achievements. Every faculty member is gonna be evaluated based on his research, his teaching, his doctorate students, those things. Not what his fellow teacher does down the hall. Ok? So we don’t necessarily want to break that down, because those are skills a teacher and particularly a university academic should have. But we could do a lot better job in collaboration. And I’m not talking only about Greece, I’m talking about everywhere. It’s that culture of higher education that we’ve created, this mystic about the professor. The old knowing person who sits on a pedestal. There’s no experts today. Not in this knowledge age. You could probably store in your laptop the knowledge of the world five hundred years ago. All in that little laptop. And probably in another ten years you could store the knowledge of the human race on something this big. It’s a different world.
QUESTION: So who’s the expert then? The one who knows how to use this information?

D.O.: A, you’ve raised a really good question, that goes back to quality teaching and learning. Don’t misinterpret what I’m saying. The teacher has to have a knowledge base, and have expertise in a content area and as appropriate in a research process. Of course. We all know that. But think about. If I have fifteen students in my class who have access to the Web, they could find out in no more about something in two days that I could never know. So where does leave the faculty member? It leads faculty member in a position to enhance teaching and learning by doing a few things. One, learning how to direct students to this information. Two, how to analyze it, synthesize it and apply it. They have the ability these teachers to bring different students together to do collaborative work. So it’s not just the faculty doing collaborative work. Have you ever wrote a group paper with two or three other people? Not as easy. Everyone writes differently, everybody thinks differently, but you are supposed to write one paper. But you see, learning isn’t right in the content. Is it? The real learning is learning how to work with those three people who are different from you. Of course the paper is important, but it’s not the only thing. It’s that process of working all the three, which is easier for some than others. We’ve all been involved in small groups before and there is that one person that doesn’t want to be there at the begging. And they’re gonna do anything they can to make it up for the most unenjoyable person in planet. So those changing roles of the teacher, I think, are really crucial for the future. As they are right now, it’s not new. Those roles have been changing for the last twenty years. From that so expert to being a facilitator of knowledge. I think the old say moving from being a sage on the stage to a guide on the side. Be more of like a coach, a mentor as opposed to that person who stands up there and you just short of “Wow”. But that’s today. A hundred years ago the expert on the stage worked. Doesn’t work anymore. This is too much knowledge, too much going on and whether or not universities in the future choose to go on-line, regardless of the quality issue, probably they will have very little to do with what the organization thinks they should do and what its members think they should do. The students will drive the agenda and the competition will drive the agenda. And you could choose to play or you can choose to say “Oh, no, no, no. We are not going to do that. We are too good to do that.”. That’s fine. But you may be out of the market, if you are not willing to do some of that. Those are the difficult choices we have to make our organizations.

QUESTION: Difficult choices and we have to be careful when we choose. There is a matter of ethics, humanity and I think we have to be careful with this idea of ranking rating everything,

D.O.: Yes, absolutely. Education is more than money and that process. There is no question about...

QUESTION: And quality is coming from the market side. I mean, is there a paradox between quality assurance and education? Do you see any paradox here?

D.O.: If I am an employer I want good graduates coming in to work for me. That’s the measure of quality. That’s a huge measure of quality. If I can’t hire good graduates from the university of Athens, I’m gonna go somewhere else and hire the
graduates I need. So education may be just a process, but at the end of the day the people they're gonna hire are students should have a say in that process. And if I am director of IT Company and your institution sends me three or four graduates that I interview and it’s clear that they don’t have the skills that I believe they should have coming out of a university then someone along the line or university didn’t do his job. So I think that even though the market has great influence on what we do, I think it’s justified. They deserve to be able to hire what we say we are putting out there in terms of what our graduates can do and can’t do. So it’s a very delicate balance. Because there those who would like to argue that education is not a business. I disagree with that. In fact education is really a business.

**QUESTION:** Sounds very technocratic. There are those who believe that education is a social good. How in the terms of the market all people will have access in education, people of every age for example...

_D.O._: Unesco! Education for all! Every should be able to read and write by the time...

**QUESTION:** Yes. I’m being provocative...

_D.O._: No, no. You are asking the question between… If education is a business, how can we also meet the social agenda that we have expelled to hundreds and hundreds of educators? I think you can do both. But we are learning right now and we are learning very harshly not only in Greece, but around the world. At the end of the day it comes down to money. No matter how you cut it. You can talk about all these ideals, somebody is gonna have to pay sooner or later. Somebody has to pay.

**QUESTION:** So it’s just for the words what we are saying about education for all etc. Who wants to invest in someone who’s fifty years old and wants to be educated?

_D.O._: You know I live in North America and western society for forty years of my adult life. I have gone every year hearing people say our future is depended on education and year after year after year in America, in Britain, in Germany the politicians cut education. They cut money to education. How can you talk about that public agenda when you turn around and your action as a policy maker, as apparent, as somebody who’s supposed to serve the public good, meaning the services that provide the most benefit to the majority of the people? Why? Because they are competing with lots of other things. We have presents we have to stuff; we have highways we have to build. It isn’t just about education. That’s another one of these harsh realities that most societies have to come to grips with.

**QUESTION:** So about quality...

_D.O._: I was saying that an employer has every right to ask to have good people come and work for him. And if you are the university preparing those people you either do a good job or you don’t do a good job. That’s what differentiates universities. Don’t misinterpret that I don’t think that the social agenda of education is credible. I absolutely do. And you might note that even today one of the growing trends around the world is the growing role of business in promoting social agendas, promoting green environments. Corporations are doing a lot. They are our partners not our
enemies.

**QUESTION:** I’m just trying to compromise this idea of education for all and the market that needs very specific things in a very “clear” and strict way. So there are domains that we are losing them from education, for example there is a big question about courses like ancient greek etc. Who needs the ancient greek? On the other side we have a huge number of students in universities and also a huge number of unemployed people with university degrees...

**D.O.:** I think there isn’t a neither or nor answer. Ok? And there’s usually more than two answers to just about everything. At least to important questions on this planet. So I think again even if you don’t have a history or culture of people, that’s what I shared the other evening, which people don’t necessarily agree with you and that’s bringing people from different sectors together to talk about joined solutions. That may not a tradition, that may not be part of the culture, but as most change strategies will tell you, if the pain gets high enough, people will come together and talk. It’s just unfortunate that we have to wait to get at that point to do that, rather than looking forward. And it happens for many many reasons, I recognize that in any country, for politics, for ethnographics, for influential people, for the history and reputation of education versus business, versus other things. I think one of the very unfortunate trans in education everywhere is that we’ve created institutions that tend to market their programs based on the business approach to what’s gonna happen to the students once they leave the institution. It’s not the students’ or the universities’ fault that there are no jobs. It’s important to remember that. I’ll say that again. It’s not the university or the students’ fault, if there are not more jobs available to them when they leave.

**QUESTION:** It’s definitely not the students’ fault. What about the planning, the courses that are offered. There are decisions that are made.

**D.O.:** Well, look at most students. What they want a major in? They want a major in engineering, they want a major in business, because they think that’s gonna get them a job. Right now the numbers are showing that that’s not necessary either. I was an undergraduate history major. Twenty century European history. Most of my friends said: “Why are you majoring in that?” You know what my answer was? “Because that’s what I like”. “What are you gonna do with that?” Well, at that I thought I might teach in high school. And at the end I chose a whole other direction, but I finished my history degree. Do I have any regrets? Not a single one. Taught me how to write, taught me how to analyze, look at different historical events in different countries. For me it was the right thing to do. Today students, I don’t know that students are making their own choices. They are making choices based on what they think might be a good life later on. I’ll get a degree in business. In America, for example, it’s supposed to be one of the most enlightened countries on this planet, that doesn’t show off on them. We start people speaking a second language when they are fourteen years old. That’s crazy! All the research in the world from the linguists to language teachers will tell you what? Learn a second language when you are four or five years old. That’s when you teach somebody to really truly speak an effective second language. And what research also shows us after that is that after you learnt that first second language everyone after that is even easier, even if they are not related like the Romantic languages or the Slavic languages or something like that. I
think it’s terrible that we are losing that. And we are not just losing it in America, because I think the approach to languages has always been faulty. I mean there is value in the English language in that bridges multiple languages in the world and so give a language, which everyone can use at least for that purposes. But you talked about ancient greek civilization and thing like that, I think we are losing some thing if we don’t make these programs anymore.